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Comments on 'An unusual octahedral 
diamond' by A. Yacoot and M. Moore 

THE relative development of different crystal- 
lographic forms and their constituent faces 
during the growth history of a crystal has 
traditionally been studied by polishing successive 
crystal sections and etching them in an appro- 
p r ia te  g r o w t h - t e x t u r e - r e v e a l i n g  reagent .  
Nowadays X-ray topography provides a widely 
applicable, non-destructive method, the diffrac- 
tion contrast patterns recorded being sensitive to 
impurity zoning, which reveals the growth 

stratigraphy, and to differences in lattice perfec- 
tion that are often found associated with material 
b e l o n g i n g  to d i f f e ren t  g r o w t h  sec tors .  
Unfortunately, a recent application of the X-ray 
topographic technique to a natural diamond 
(Yacoot and Moore, 1992) incorrectly interprets 
the evidence and thereby misses genuine inter- 
esting and unusual features in the specimen 
concerned. Those features deserve proper descrip- 
tion, which is here offered. Salient points are: (1) 
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the specimen belongs to the class of natural 
diamonds that exhibit mixed-habit growth in 
which non-faceted growth on hummocky surfaces 
that are roughly {100) in mean orientation occurs 
in combination with normal faceted growth on 
{111}); (2) unusually for diamonds in this class, 
the { 111 }-face growth sectors have suffered more 
post-growth dissolution than the near-{100}- 
orientation sectors (a possible explanation is 
suggested below); (3) interpretation (1) renders 
needless the complexity of a four-part sequence of 
alternating growth and dissolution epochs postu- 
lated by Yacoot and Moore; instead, a single 
growth epoch followed by some dissolution can 
account for both internal stratigraphy and present 
external morphology. 

Consider first the characteristics of mixed-habit 
growth exhibited by natural diamonds. It was the 
remarkable etch patterns, abounding in curvilinear 
features, produced on polished diamond sections 
by Harrison and Tolansky (1964) and by Seal 
(1965) that led to the recognition (Frank, 1967) that 
during parts of their growth history the diamonds 
studied had been bounded by two forms, viz., non- 
faceted, hummocky, mean-{100}-orientation 
surfaces in addition to the normal {111} facets. 
[For brevity, the former, non-faceted, growth 
surfaces, together with the growth sectors under- 
lying them, are called 'cuboid' (Moore and Lang, 
1972)]. Diagrams explaining how the observed 
geometry of the etch patterns on polished 
sections, of cathodoluminescence images of such 
sections, and of the corresponding X-ray section 
topograph images, results from this mixed-habit 
growth are given by Lang (1974a, 1979), Suzuki 
and Lang (1976) and by Welbourn et  al. (1989). 
The X-ray topographs published in these and other 
papers indicate that the relative development of 
{11 I} and cuboid forms, and their relative degrees 
of lattice perfection, can vary widely, both from 
specimen to specimen and within an individual 
crystal. (These and other characteristics of mixed- 
habit diamond growth are noted in a recent review 
(Lang et  al. ,  1992).) However, for present, 
diagnostic, purposes the most significant character- 
istics of cuboid growth are the curvilinear traces 
that cuboid growth surfaces make with intersecting 
plane surfaces (e.g. with an intersecting, thin, 
ribbon X-ray beam as used in recording X-ray 
section topographs), and, in particular, the 
prevalence of persistent re-entrants in cuboid 
growth surfaces and their traces. Good examples 
of such re-entrants appear in Fig. 8 of Moore 
(1988). 

Turning to the specimen illustrated by Yacoot 
and Moore, note first that in their Fig. la the large 
apical protuberance pointing towards the observer 

is an octahedron in similar orientation to the 
central, larger octahedron. This is shown by the 
similarity of SEM contrast of their corresponding 
faces and the parallelism of their corresponding 
< 110 > directions. One surmises, therefore, that it 
is this particular apical protuberance that is 
intersected on the right in the three X-ray section 
topographs, Figs. ld-J~ and such conclusion has 
been confirmed in private communication with the 
authors (whom the present writer thanks for this 
information, and for sending him a set of 
photographic prints of their figures). The X-ray 
images show that the smaller octahedron is a 
coherent parallel growth with the central octahe- 
dron. Parallel growth is not infrequent in 
diamond. The morphology in the present case is 
simple compared with some examples of parallel 
growth in Fig. 26 of Orlov (1977). It follows that 
the right-hand parts of the X-ray topographs 
contain no feature of particular interest. Attention 
can be concentrated on the protuberances 
appearing upper left and lower left in the 
topographs Figs. ld and e. These protuberances 
are composed of cuboid growth. 

The following drawings explain Yacoot and 
Moore's topograph images, albeit with some 
geometric idealisation. Their sections involve the 
half of the specimen nearer the observer, so the 
drawings Figs. la and b show only the near half of 
an octahedron that has (100) and(0i0) corner- 
truncating facets. This truncated octahedron 
idealises the shape of the crystal before post- 
growth dissolution (omitting the parallel growth 
occupying the volume towards [00i]). The (100) 
and (0110) growth sectors are drawn radiating from 
the octahedron centre; in actuality, they might 
have first developed at some radial distance 
between the central section, topograph Fig. If, 
and the section cut in topograph Fig_ le. The 
relative development of the (100) and (010) sectors 
with respect to their surrounding octahedral 
sectors is drawn to make a reasonable match 
with topographs Figs. ld and e. The geometry is 
idealised to show a constant < 111 > / <  100> 
growth velocity ratio, which gives rise to {100} 
growth sectors in the form of uniformly 
expanding, square-based pyramids. An X-ray 
section topograph cutti_ng parallel to an octahe- 
dral plane (which is (111) in the present case) and 
passing through or close to the crystal's growth 
nucleus would make at most only small cross- 
sectional-area intersections with such (100) and 
(010) growth pyramids. Absence in topograph Fig. 
l f o f  cuboid_growth banding such as is seen in the 
[100] and [010] protuberances cut in topographs 
Figs. ld and e accords with the construction 
shown here. The latter topographs do make 
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significant intersections with the cuboid growth 
sectors, similar in size to those formed by the plane 
of section that is indicated in drawing Fig. lb. The 
growth stratigraphy that would be revealed in the 
left half of a section located as in Fig. lb is 
sketched in Fig. 2a. To make the basic pattern 
clear, Fig. 2a is drawn showing planar growth 
surface traces in the cuboid growth sectors. 
Replace these planar traces by curvilinear ones 
(with a persistent re-entrant in the case of  the 
[100]-direction growth sector), remove the outer- 
most zone of octahedral growth by dissolution, 
round-off the protruding cuboid growth sectors, 
and there results Fig. 2b, which makes a good 
match with the observed X-ray topographic 
images. Note that it is a mass of dislocations, 
radiating outwards roughly in the direction [010] 
(on the evidence of topographs Figs. ldand e) that 
is obscuring the curvilinear growth horizons in the 
[0i0] cuboid growth sector. However, this 
dislocation trajectory direction is itself evidence 
that the local growth direction is roughly [0i0] 
rather than normal to an octahedral face. In the 
[100] protuberance the sequence of curving growth 
surface traces, all similarly oriented, and filling the 
whole volume of the protuberance, is geometri- 

cally incompatible with that protuberance being a 
remnant of a dissolved octahedron on the vertex 
of the central (major) octahedron, as suggested by 
Yacoot and Moore. Indeed, such manifestation of 
curved traces, taking the form of arcs meeting in a 
pronounced and persistent re-entrant, denies 
faceted growth in the volume concerned. (Note 
also that in Yacoot and Moore's SEM image (Fig. 
lb) of a dodecahedral protuberance some weak 
terracing can be discerned surrounding the cube- 
axis apex pointing towards the observer, revealing 
outcrops of the cuboid growth surfaces.) 

Regarding the absence of cuboid growth along 
[00i], and the presence of parallel octahedral 
growth instead, it is, of course, unknown what 
local  chemical differences in the matr ix  
surrounding the growing crystal might have been 
responsible for this feature. However, it is relevant 
to note the geometrical possibility that the stage of 
initiation of cuboid growth at other apices 
occurred after parallel growth surrounding the 
[00i] apex had commenced its development. Recall 
that whereas X-ray topograph Fig. le shows that 
cuboid growth was well established in [100] and 
[0i0] directions at a radial distance from the 
central octahedron nucleus of 0.5 (cosec 35.26 ~ 

[100] 
a b 

~ [OiOl 

FIG. 1. Projection of external edges and of internal growth sector boundary edges of the near half of a regular 
octahedron having (100) and (010) cube corner facets terminating [100] and [0i0]-direction growth pyramids. 
Cube axes coming out of plane of drawing towards observer are indexed to correspond to those adopted by 
Yacoot and Moore: direction [111] points towards observer. (a) Chain lines indicate the edges of octahedron 
corners removed by truncation by (100) and (0i0) faces. (b) Interrupted lines indicate intersections with the 
truncated octahedral external surface and with the internal cube growth sector boundaries made by a planar 
section parallel to ( l i i )  and located two-thirds of the distance from the octahedron centre to its ( l i i)  face. 
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mm = 0.87 mm, the radial distance at which these 
cuboid growth facets first appeared need not have 
been much less. The X-ray topographs do not 
disclose at what radial distance the geometry of 
the [00i] apical region of the central octahedron 
first became modified by the parallel octahedral 
growth, but the present relative sizes and positions 
of the major and minor octahedra suggest that it 
may well have been less than 0.87 ram. Hence the 
configuration of growth facets in the neighbour- 
hood of the [001] apex might already have been 
dissimilar to the configurations surrounding the 
[100] and [0i0] apices at the growth stage when 
cuboid faces on the latter pair first appeared. 

Finally, an explanation for the present shape of 
the diamond is proposed. All available evidence 
indicates that diamond takes up more nitrogen 
impurity on {111} facets than on cuboid facets. 
Laboratory experiments with oxidising agents on 
diamonds having inhomogeneous content of  
nitrogen impurity show preferential etching of 
the more nitrogen-rich material. If  the outermost 
zones of {lll}-faceted growth of the present 
specimen had been rich in nitrogen impurity, and 
post-growth dissolution had occurred under 
oxidising conditions, then these zones would 

have been preferentially removed, leaving the 
cuboid growth sectors protruding. Furthermore, 
the dodecahedral shape of the latter can also be 
plausibly explained, drawing upon previous 
observations of mixed-habit diamonds. Out of 13 
specimens illustrated by Suzuki and Lang (1976), 
in 9 (including those that had suffered least 
dissolution) the X-ray topographs showed that 
cuboid growth had been superseded by {ll l}- 
faceted growth in the outermost growth zones 
preserved within the present crystal volumes. The 
specimen probably most nearly corresponding to 
Yacoot and Moore's diamond in an earlier stage 
of the latter's history is Specimen C1, whose near- 
(001) (and hence 4-fold symmetrical) central 
section appears in Fig. 3 of Suzuki and Lang 
(1976), and also in reviews (Lang, 1974b, Fig. 5; 
1979, Fig. 14.13) and in a text on X-ray 
t opog raphy  (Tanner ,  1976, Fig. 6.2). In  
Specimen C1 high integrated X-ray intensity 
from outermost {lll}-faceted growth zones is 
evidence for high density of nitrogen-containing 
lattice defects (too dense for individual resolution 
X-ray-topographically). In the same growth 
epoch, the cuboid growth sectors were completely 
grown out, tapering to zero cross-section area as 

Fro. 2. Growth stratigraphy that would be revealed in the left half of (111) section cut as in Fig. lb. For 
simplicity, traces of { 111 } facets are drawn only in outer zones of the crystal. [In the X-ray topographs the 440 
diffracted beam leaves the crystal in a direction rotated 22  ~ from [lii] towards [00i], but this produces no 
significant distortion of observed relative to predicted images.] (a) Original shape of section of Fig. lb, with 
faceted growth in cube growth sectors. (b) Expected growth surface traces on reduced section area following 

post-growth dissolution. Cuboid growth present. 
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outward-pointing pyramids, axis < 100 >,  with 
the orientation of growth sector boundary surfaces 
between cuboid growth and its surrounding { 111 }- 
faceted growth sectors approaching tangency with 
the {111} faces of the latter. I f  cuboid growth 
sectors terminated in this fashion by near-{111} 
surfaces in the vicinity of their apices were left 
protruding by preferential removal of  their 
surrounding octahedral growth sector material, 
and were themselves subjected to dissolution, a 
roughly dodecahedral shape of the outward- 
pointing surfaces of  these protuberances is 
expected to result (Moore and Lang, 1974). 
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